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FOREWORD
No one could imagine, tomorrow, a world without car. No one could dispute either the remaining
predominant place of road transport in the next decades, in spite of actions such as restrictions of car
use in centre cities, and transfer to other transport means.
Road infrastructure will continue to play a major role, economic, political and social, structuring the
territory from the larger European corridors till the finest local networks.
It is thus of our responsibility to wonder how future road infrastructure will look like, in order to initiate
now the necessary changes and advancements so that our roads and streets will continue to satisfy
our growing transport needs, in a safer, more effective and comfortable way, and simultaneously
sustainability goals.
To take up this challenge, in order to preserve for future generations a frame of living, both functional
and pleasant, supposes two main conditions:
- to turn our working methods to more global approaches, more centred on “human” aspects;
- to develop efficient techniques, methods and tools in support of design and management
approaches renewed and innovating.
This requires a significant effort of research and development. In the real world the demand for
research and development is driven by market forces of today, rather than by the need to return into
reality the visions for tomorrow. The empirical character of road engineering and long lifetime of
infrastructure structures ask for an approach taking into account the nearby future quite serious. This
“Vision 2040” establish long-term research concepts and programmes as the first steppingstones from
today’s reality towards the vision’s objectives. So the proposed research activities are reflecting
today’s balance between market and vision driven innovations. The essentially subsequent step will
be implementing this consensus between the stakeholders involved. The shared will to innovate, with
the full engagement of all actors concerned, will be the ultimate key to the success.
2040 will be what we will build:
“The most exciting aspect of the future is that we can determine it ourselves”.
(Charles Handy: The Age of Unreason)
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SUMMARY
On the initiative of FEHRL, the European Commission has set up the innovation project “New Road
Construction Concepts (NR2C)”. The project aims to generate future-orientated initiatives for
accessibility problems and issues related to road infrastructure. NR2C develops long-term
perspectives, concrete pilot projects and research recommendations, linking long-term visions and
ideas to short-term actions. A vision, reflecting society’s perception of road infrastructure in the year
2040, forms the basis of NR2C’s aim to identify and specify the research required in the field of road
engineering to guarantee comfortable and reliable ground transport in a sustainable and
environmental-friendly way for the coming decades. This vision can be considered a focus point for
policy makers and engineers in taking the right decisions with respect to use, design, construction and
maintenance of infrastructure.
Civil infrastructure systems represent huge public investments and are expected to provide services
for very long periods of time. Their use spans several generations during which society will experience
dramatic changes. This lengthy time span means that future developments in the transport of goods
and people must be assessed and planned well in advance in order to make the right choices for
today. Some current solutions might not resolve the problems of tomorrow. Looking ahead into the
future and considering the probable developments in society enables us to search for proper solutions
and guards us from bad investments and major disappointments. This is why predicting and identifying
the needs of the future must become a more integral part of everyday work. The seeds of tomorrow’s
European road networks are sown today.
The NR2C project is a quest for conceptual and technical answers to the mobility and transport
demands of the future. This Vision 2040 of NR2C, describing how society may look on the year 2040,
focuses on changes in road concepts as a result of future needs an demands initiated by social and
economic developments and external transport-related technical advances. The status quo within
Europe differs, particularly between Eastern and Central Europe on the one hand and Western Europe
on the other. A different starting point for deciding on the future does not necessarily mean that the
image of the future in the various regions of Europe will differ too. Freedom of travel and
communication as well as freedom of exchanging information and technology will contribute to the
creation of a similar basic level of needs and demands all over Europe. The national or regional
culture, the economic situation and the political leanings of the authorities will determine the priority
and speed of implementation of trends and developments. The main differences will be equalised in
the year 2040. In most European countries the generic developments listed below will come trough
sooner or later.
Generic developments
•
•
•

Shortage of clean environment: including air pollution from cars
Shortage of energy: the natural oil resources are scraping the bottom of the barrels
Shortage of space: for housing, working, living, recreation and transport,

But also:
•
•

Increased demand for mobility: amongst others resulting from increase in leisure
activities,
Increased individual demands: everybody enjoys driving a car, but nobody wants
to see a road, hear the traffic or smell exhaust fumes.

Trends, technical advances and generic developments were placed in three extreme social settings or
scenarios in order to get a robust impression of the future. The actual future of 2040 will be a mixture
of these scenarios, so the images and expectations occurring in each scenario to some extend are
considered to be the main aspects or characteristics of the vision of the future. On this way nine
European countries have established their own image of the future by means of workshops. These
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individual visions and several recently presented visions of other organisations have formed the input
of the present NR2C Vision 2040. This vision is a realistic description of future society and shows how
the world might look at in (in this case) thirty-five years and how society thinks about use, design
construction and maintenance of infrastructure for the coming decades. The relevant aspect of the
vision have been labelled with typical characteristics showing the colour of the demands of the future
on a more recognisable level linked to the present jargon of policy makers and engineers concerning
road infrastructure. Clustering related characteristics leads to a selected number of new road
construction concepts representing the major users and stakeholders’ requirements. The society of
2040 expects:
•
•
•
•

Reliable Infrastructure, standing for optimising the availability of infrastructure,
Green (environmentally friendly) Infrastructure, standing for reducing the environmental
impact of traffic and infrastructure on the sustainable society,
Safe and Smart Infrastructure, standing for optimising flows of traffic of all categories of road
users and road construction work safely,
Human (-friendly) Infrastructure, standing for harmonising infrastructure with the human
dimensions.

These four construction concepts form the framework of thinking about technical solutions and
research programmes. Comparing the future with the present situation produces the missing links with
respect to the road engineering aspects. Lessons from the past have shown that radical
breakthroughs in technology will not occur from one day to the next, but are an accumulation of small
stepping-stones. So to be ready for the future the first steps will have to be taken today. The four
construction concepts have been worked out into main directions of solutions with the first steppingstones.
The diagram below shows the described process of transforming the vision into solutions.
From vision to solution
Vision 2040

Characteristics Construction Concepts Directions of solutions

Reliable Infrastructure

• Lifetime engineering
• Fast, hindrance-free
maintenance
• Balancing demand and capacity
• Asset management tools

Green Infrastructure

• Saving natural resources
• Emission Control

Safe & Smart
Infrastructure

• Safe design
• Smart design
• Smart communication
• Smart monitoring

Human Infrastructure

• Public security
• Multi-functional use
• Human design

Available
Durable
Reliable
Energy efficient
Sustainable
Environment
Accessible
Smart
Safe
Multi-functional
Multi usable
Public security

The presentation of the research required to face the future in the domain of road engineering marks
the starting point for the real research and development processes. The creation of an innovation
susceptible environment and culture is essential in order to make these processes a success. All
partners and stakeholders involved will agree that the recommended research programmes must be
carried out. However visions and ambitions do not come cheap. One of the main questions will be
which of the partners will take the lead and be responsible for achieving these research programmes.
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In fact the road building market is more a closed than an open market, which is why the relationship
between client and supplier is different from that in a consumer market. Client and supplier, or
commissioning authority and contractor are condemned to each other to a certain extent, certainly with
respect to innovation and knowledge development. Consequently, all parties involved have to work
together to guarantee continuity of developments in the sector. Because cooperation is so crucial, it
goes without saying that the dominant partners involved in the road building industry should at least
agree on and establish their roles and responsibility in development processes in advance. Drawing
up clear ‘Rules of play for innovations’ and adopting these roles and responsibilities is one of the most
essential ways of bringing the research projects recommended in the present document into the
implementation phase. These rules will help avoid frustration during the innovation process on all
sides and prevent money and energy being wasted. The diagram below shows the initial set-up for a
framework for these rules of play for innovations.
‘Rules’ of play for innovations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The contributions of the various parties to the development
costs.
The process to be followed with the innovation.
The decision moments during the process, including criteria.
The expected completion time.
An estimate of the probability of success.
Risk spread.
How to deal with patents.
How to deal with specifications with innovations during
tendering.

The road building industry is faced with huge challenges, including ambitious demands such as better,
quicker and cheaper production. There is still plenty of progress to be made in the construction and
maintenance of infrastructure. However, to achieve these ambitious goals, the sector must move
faster in the direction of the innovation level of redesigning existing concepts. Therefore the
introduction of new proven research technologies from other sciences, such as physics and chemistry
is vitally important. Also the opportunities and benefits of prefabricated constructing must be exploited
more in the road building industry. These two developments are synonymous with high research
investments. European-wide cooperation and governmental support and funding are the key factors to
success.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
New Road Construction Concepts (NR2C) is an innovation project set up by the European
Commission. The project aims to generate future-oriented initiatives for accessibility problems and
issues related to road infrastructure in dialogue and cooperation with external partners such as special
interest groups, experts and users. NR2C develops long-term perspectives and concrete pilot projects
and demonstrations, linking long-term visions and ideas to short-term actions. ‘Dialogue and
cooperation’, ‘Creativity and innovation’ and ‘Short-term and long-term’ are the key words in NR2C.
Vision 2040 describes how society may look in the year 2040 focusing on mobility and transport. This
vision forms the basis of NR2C’s aim to identify and specify the research required in the field of road
engineering to guarantee as far as possible convenient, comfortable and reliable ground transport in
the coming decades. An outline of the most relevant research projects, starting with the short term,
concludes this document.

1.1

Importance of Road Transport

No one can imagine a world without cars. Studies conducted all over the world conclude that road
transport is and will remain the dominant means of transport for many decades, even if this will
probably require some modification in urban and suburban areas. Roads are, by any reckoning, the
lifeblood of European trade and social utility. In most European countries, they are the main carriers of
land freight and passenger traffic; they enable wealth to be generated and enjoyed. On the other
hand, however, road transport generates huge ‘external’ effects including death and injury and
environmental pollution. In this context, the urban and suburban environment constitutes, without
doubt, the most sensitive and difficult environment.
In view of developments over the past 10 to
15 years, ground transportation in Europe
has become a matter of deep concern to
many public authorities. A general rise in the
need for transport and mobility, always
accompanied by more requirements in terms
of comfort and safety, must be combined with
the urgent social demands for a sustainable
and environment-friendly road infrastructure.
This contradiction requires creative solutions
to face the future with confidence. The
challenge will be to find the best equilibrium
between constructing new infrastructure and
upgrading and maintaining existing systems.
... and of course satisfying all these demands
cost effectively.
Civil infrastructure systems (transport and services) represent huge public investments and are
expected to provide services for very long periods of time. Their use spans several generations during
which society will experience dramatic changes. The seeds of tomorrow’s European road networks are
sown today.

1.2

Why long-term vision 2040?

In many countries, the average time between planning the construction or upgrading a section of
infrastructure and its actual completion takes from 10 to 15 years. This stage is followed by a period of
at least 25 years during which this new infrastructure must operate well and meet the needs and
wishes of society. This lengthy time span alone means that future developments in the transport of
goods and people must be assessed and planned well in advance in order to make the right choices
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for today. Some current solutions might not resolve the problems of tomorrow. In all probability new
technology will have to be developed to meet these future demands and requirements. In the empirical
field of road engineering, the process from developing a new technological idea to its wide scale
practical implementation normally takes several years. Looking to the future, the year 2040 soon
appears on the horizon.
The choice of 2040 as the time horizon was
also consciously made to encourage potential
‘futurists’ to disregard the current state of
affairs and today’s technical capabilities as
much as possible. Under the motto ‘anything
is technically possible’, the aim of using this
distant time horizon is to inspire the people
involved to formulate new, fresh ideas.
However this does not mean that NR2C is a
fantasy completely disconnected from the
realities of today.
The huge investments in the construction and
maintenance of the infrastructure are not only
intended to solve the problems of the present
and the near future, but also the potential
problems of the more distant future. Looking ahead into the future and considering the probable
developments in society enables us to search for proper solutions and guards us from bad
investments and major disappointments. After all, nobody wants a piece of infrastructure that becomes
obsolete soon after completion. This is why predicting the needs of the future must become a more
integral part of everyday work.
In general, evolution in multidisciplinary sectors like ground transportation is a long-term process.
Often a development in one of the disciplines requires changes in one or more other disciplines too in
order to reap the full benefits of that development. For example, the success of the introduction of a
new type of engine powered with natural gas depends on the availability of a network of gas supply
stations. This is the chicken-and-egg problem: no car sales without service stations and no service
stations without car sales. This example illustrates one of the natural constraints facing innovations in
the transport system and which can slow down the implementation process. With an average lifetime
of wearing courses of 15 years, it will take a similar period to provide a road network with a new, super
high skidding resistant surface layer. Firstly this is because this operation involves hundreds of
kilometres of road and secondly because replacement will be postponed until maintenance is
necessary. In addition to being competitive, innovations must also be able to coexist and remain
compatible with the existing system. The introduction of improvements into a current system takes a
very long time - supporting the statement ‘Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today’.

1.3

Position NR2C

Over the ages, people have always been interested in the future and its challenges. A new millennium
seems to be the right time to review a range of issues. This does not just mean reflecting on the
blessings of the past, but also looking ahead and making predictions for the near future. Over the last
two years, various organisations have been working on a vision for the future in the field of ground
transportation. Almost in parallel, yet from different angles, global visions have been defined in order
to identify future needs and demands for transport and to select the main fields of research and
innovation. In this context some major reports can be listed:
•

ERTRAC Vision 2020: The European Road Transport Research Advisory Council including
members from infrastructure providers and the automotive and fuel industry has established a
wide vision incorporating all transport-related aspects: personal mobility and freight transport,
safety and security, environmental energy and resources, competitive design and production
systems.
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FEHRL Vision 2025: Forum of European national Highway Research Laboratories initiated
the vision from the perspective of highways and their operation, also taking into account the
possible benefits of smart vehicles.
ECTP Vision 2030: European Construction Technology Platform Vision is driven by two main
objectives: meeting client/user requirements and becoming sustainable both in the field of
building and networks, and the required transformation of the construction sector.

As defined by the name of the project, NR2C is a quest for
conceptual and technical answers to the mobility and
transport demands of the future. The Vision 2040 of NR2C
focuses on changes in road construction concepts as a
result of future needs and demands initiated by social and
economic developments and external transport-related
technical advances. The design (aligning the road to its
environment), construction, maintenance and rehabilitation
(technical and engineering aspects) of roads in the future are the
main issues addressed in NR2C. Advances in external transportrelated technology like traffic management systems and
intelligent vehicles will be taken into account only when such
developments have consequences for the design and
construction of the road.

Mobility and Transport
ERTRAC

Road Transport
FEHRL

It is not impossible that NR2C and the visions listed above have
Road
applied the same sources of statistical information regarding
Engineering
social and economical developments. As a result, the main thrust
NR2C
of NR2C’s vision will reflect the results described in these reports.
In order to express the existing links between the visions, NR2C
has adopted some of the elaborations of these visions here and
Figure 1.1 Position NR2C
there. Because NR2C consulted different groups of participants,
the more detailed expected developments relating to road design and construction form the value
added of this NR2C Vision 2040 report. Furthermore NR2C focuses more specifically on urban and
suburban aspects of future road transport.
In this context, NR2C has two main objectives:
•
•

to define long-term views of the road infrastructure (design, construction and maintenance)
from a global perspective in a long-term vision (2040),
to study or imagine specific innovations in each of the three fields - urban, interurban, civil
engineering structures – aimed at generating some interesting solutions.

To summarise, based on a social approach and technical analyses, NR2C aims to contribute to
innovation in the field of road infrastructure and to achieve the best service for the user with respect to
sustainable development.

1.4

Our approach

When composing a vision, the key question is “What will society be like by the year 2040?” This is not
as difficult to answer as many people think. In a certain sense, it is actually tangible to the extent that
NR2C has produced a kind of manual (“kick-off” document) on how to create an image of the future.
This manual, available on the FEHRL website, was assessed and applied in the creation of the
FEHRL Vision 2025. Within the framework of the NR2C Vision 2040, nine European countries
(Belgium, France, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Slovenia, Sweden and Poland) used
this manual to establish their own image of the future by means of workshops. These individual
visions, the referred ERTRAC, FEHRL and ECTP visions and a literature survey form the wide input of
this NR2C Vision 2040.
A discussion about the future does not have to start at square one. Today, every country and city is
aware of its traffic and transport problems. Discussing “how things should really be” is the order of the
day. All kinds of possible solutions, supported by the latest technical advances and trends, are
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debated. Certain generic developments can also be observed. Chapter 2 summarises the relevant
social and economic trends, technical advances and generic developments.
In all probability, the extent to which each of the trends and generic developments manifest
themselves in a country or region will be determined by the national or local culture and will certainly
depend on developments in society, and vice versa. The political leanings of the public authorities –
more or less inclined to favour environmental issues – will be another determining factor when these
items require implementation. To stimulate thinking about the future, NR2C has placed trends,
advances and generic developments in three extreme social settings or scenarios. Because the future
will actually be a mixture of these scenarios, the images and expectations occurring in each scenario
are considered to be the main (robust) aspects of the vision of the future. Chapter 3 describes these
robust aspects of the vision 2040 insofar as they have any impact on the scope of the design,
construction, maintenance and rehabilitation of roads.

Long termthinking-short termdoing
status
reality

vision

pilot

stepping stones

2004

2040
Figure 1.2 Approach by NR2C

Imaging the future is just one part of the
picture. Answering the question ‘How to
meet this future’ is even more interesting. A
vision describes the most probable targets
and helps detect the major changes in
lifestyle. Comparing this future with the
present situation makes clear what
developments need attention over the next
decades.
Radical
breakthroughs
in
technology, like changes in human
behaviour, will not occur from one day to
the next, but are an accumulation of small
stepping-stones. To be prepared for the
future, the first step (pilot in figure 1.2) must
be taken today. In Chapter 4 the users and
stakeholders' requirements derived from
the vision are compressed into a selected
number of major questions or leading
directions for research activities, i.e. the
new road construction concepts.

The new road construction concepts form the framework of thinking about technical solutions and
research programmes required to close the gap between today and tomorrow and make the future
more realistic. The first stepping-stones on the way to the future are selected in Chapter 4. However,
the work does not end with describing visions and stepping-stones. It merely marks a starting point for
research and development processes. Chapter 5 gives an initial impetus to instigate all partners in the
road-building sector to create the environment and culture required to make these processes a
success.
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2 - TRENDS & DEMANDS
The vision must be Europe-wide and will therefore embrace the twenty-five member states of the
European Union plus the EFTA countries (Switzerland, Norway and Iceland). We must not forget that
the status quo within this wide Europe differs, particularly between Eastern and Central Europe on the
one hand and Western Europe on the other. However a different starting point for deciding on the
future does not necessarily mean that the image of the future in the various regions of Europe will
differ too. Freedom of travel and communication as well as freedom of exchanging information and
technology will contribute to the creation of a similar basic level of needs and demands all over
Europe. No country or region will be immune to the developments around it. The national or regional
culture, the economic situation and the political leanings of the authorities will all determine the priority
and speed of implementation of trends and developments. Looking to the past, it may be expected
that the main differences will be equalised in the year 2040. So the generic developments listed below
will come through in most European countries sooner or later.
Generic developments
•
•
•

Shortage of clean environment: including air pollution from cars
Shortage of energy: the natural oil resources are scraping the bottom of the barrels
Shortage of space: for housing, working, living, recreation and transport,

But also:
•
•

2.1

Increased demand for mobility: amongst others resulting from increase in leisure
activities,
Increased individual demands: everybody enjoys driving a car, but nobody wants to
see a road, hear the traffic or smell exhaust fumes.

General Social and Economic trends

Although the European population will stabilise (about 460 million in 2030) or even decrease slightly
by 1-2% from the year 2030, changing lifestyles will contribute to increasing demands for mobility in
general and road travel in particular. Families will become smaller and both parents will want or need
to participate in the labour market. More people will prefer to live alone or separate; there will be more
time for leisure activities combined with the increasing number of social events, etc. All these trends
will generate more mobility both by public and private transport.

Figure 2.1 Demographic
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In the Western European countries, about 80% of households own at least one car, while 20% have
more than 2 cars. The increase in multi-motorisation per household is the principle source of the ever
growing number of cars in this part of Europe.
An ageing population will also create new mobility patterns and needs, as well as a strong demand for
a user-friendly mobility system. In most European countries, the number of pensioners will exceed
20% of the population in the year 2025. In Europe, the group of elderly aged between 65 and 79 will
increase from 47.3 million to 59.7 million in 2020.
The EU aims to achieve a higher employment rate from 67% by January 2005 and 70% by 2010. The
trend of flexible working patterns combined with the growing number of part-time jobs brings more
people on the move, not only with respect to commuting but also to spending leisure time. Forecasts
for 2020 expect a 35% increase of passenger transport in terms of vehicle kilometres for EU 15
compared to the year 2000.
Teleworking on the digital highway will partly replace this commuting traffic, but at the same time home
shopping including the concept of ‘delivery on demand’ or ‘just in time’ will cause an explosive growth
in the transport of goods. (Remember: the Personal Computer and Internet should lead to a paper-free
society). With respect to goods transport, this trend creates an even greater challenge to sustainable
development, as forecasts expect a 38% increase for 2010 and over 70% in terms of vehicle
kilometres for 2020 compared to the year 2000. About half of the growth in freight transport is
expected to be within the new EU member states.
Social and economical trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

2.2

The number of households per head of the population is continuing to rise from 186
million in 2000 to 228 million in 2030.
The number of women working is continuing to increase.
Higher disposable incomes are generating demand for more leisure and holiday travel.
Tourism is continuing to grow, with faster long distance travel.
People are generally spending more time on leisure activities assisted by flexible working
patterns. Travel in non-peak hours may increase at a greater rate relative to commuter
travel, due to increased leisure time.
Increase in the elderly population (fit in mind) is generating demand for increased
mobility. Opportunities for economic activity beyond retirement age will also increase, as
will the demand for leisure activities (travelling).
Career paths and employment opportunities will take people further from their home
towns, while national and international travel will become increasingly common.
Migration of younger people to the cities is leading to expansion of urban and suburban
areas.
The trend of globalisation will continue resulting in a complete globalisation of trade and
larger multinational companies.
In Europe, people will mainly work in the distribution or service sector. The production of
goods will be located in low salary/wage countries or will be fully automated. The
products will then be distributed over the globe. There will be more emphasis on railway
and sea transport.
Travel time and comfort become dominant factors in the choice of mobility mode.

Environmental trends and demands

Issues involving the quality of life, especially with regard to urban living, will increase ecological
concerns. People are generally becoming more and more aware of the enormous impact of the road
infrastructure on the environment, land use and the shortage of space in urban and suburban areas.
Road networks have a major effect on the geography of the landscape and cities. As a major user of
natural materials, the road engineering business affects the landscape in two ways. Firstly the supply
of these materials changes the landscape, and secondly, the huge amounts of building rubble and
other waste materials that could be reused in road engineering are dumped. All these aspects
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regarding the landscape and shortage of space will restrict expansion of the road infrastructure by
building more square metres of asphalt. The motto will be to make better use of the existing
infrastructure.
People are also becoming more and more aware of the negative impact of road traffic on the
environmental quality of life, such as climate change, air pollution and noise. The demands of
residents in the vicinity of roads become stricter with regard to noise levels, air pollution and vibrations
from traffic. People continue to be enthusiastic users of infrastructure, but nonetheless not want to see,
hear or smell roads and traffic: not in my back yard.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from transport are the second largest single source of greenhouse
gas emissions in the EU, accounting for 20% of total greenhouse gas emissions in 2001. Road
transport accounts for 92% of total transport-related CO2 emissions. Furthermore, road transport is a
major source of air pollutants like the concentration of NOx and blacks. Although there has been
significant progress in reducing air pollution in recent years by optimising power engines, air pollution
will remain a health-related theme in densely populated urban and suburban areas. Enclosed or
underground roads with air-recycling systems in urban areas will therefore become a serious option.
Worldwide, the need for energy resources
will increase. Oil will become rare.
Research
into
alternative
energy
resources, power engines and means of
transport are stimulated (e.g. solar and
wind energy, magnetic field, etc.) but still
need more attention. Preserving the
environment by reducing greenhouse
gases is the primary concern, although
CO2 emissions will continue to increase.
Despite all the developments, ground
transportation will remain one of the
biggest consumers of energy. In this
context, using the road infrastructure to
contribute to the objective of finding
sustainable energy is a major challenge
for the coming decades.
Figure 2-2 Shares of energy sources till 2030 (source IAE)

The overall consequences of climate changes like heavy rainfall flooding the urban infrastructure,
severe drying up of the landscape, rise in the sea level etc., become serious threats for keeping
society and traffic running and require more attention. The combination of drought and heavy rainfall
causes erosion of embankments. An inundated urban area not only makes traffic impossible but also
attacks the bearing capacity of structures. Extreme discharges of rivers by heavy rainfall in the stream
areas attack the piling of bridges and so on. Such effects of climate change must be taken into
account in the design and construction of infrastructure.
Environmental demands
•
•
•
•
•

Minimise impact of infrastructure (air pollution, noise, vibration, surface runoff on water
quality, “aesthetic pollution” etc.) on the direct environment of the road.
Design more space efficient infrastructure due to scarcity of space for expansion of road
networks into and near urban areas.
Reduce the use of prime materials for construction and maintenance and promote the
application and upgrading of (industrial) waste materials and building rubble into suitable
road building materials.
Self-supporting road system with respect to the use of energy and the production of
sustainable energy.
Face the consequences of climate change (e.g. storm, rise of water).
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Transport system advance

The development and integration of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in the road transport sector will continue. These technological
developments must focus on removing the objections that people now have against car and traffic.
Cars must become cleaner, quieter and safer for drivers as well as the most
vulnerable road users. The increased use of electronics in vehicles and
infrastructure will ensure that road users enjoy more safety and comfort.
Furthermore specialists feel that a higher application level of ICT and ITS will
result in a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure. A 10 to 15 %
increase in the capacity must be possible. This will not be enough to solve
congestion problems, so other measurements (toll, free public transport, etc.)
will be necessary to reduce traffic demand or to spread this traffic demand over
the day.
Generating more cars and traffic with longer periods of regular congestion
during the day will narrow the available time slots for upgrading, monitoring and
maintenance of the road network. The consequences of the more efficient use
of infrastructure creates amongst others the need for durable, low maintenance
construction, more sophisticated monitoring systems, fast maintenance
techniques with minimum inconvenience for the road users and creating
(temporary) by-passes in case of temporary closing of road sections.
Transport system demands
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop improved technologies for crash avoidance and injury mitigation.
Increase comfort of cars as people spend more and more time in them (car as extension
of home).
Develop east-west corridors, road-base with multi-modal connections.
Develop public transport services and freight logistics that are highly optimised and real
time responsive (simplify the use of buses by making understandable bus plans).
Increase dimensions of good transport vehicles like road trains and platoons.
Develop intelligent road space in relation to demand (tidal systems, lane allocation and
lightweight temporary structures in areas of dense development).
Improve fast, off-site construction and maintenance methods.
Use intelligent monitoring systems for roads and structures.
Use long-life roads and more durable constructions.
Invest for construction/maintenance on basis of whole-life costs and low maintenance
disruption.
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3 - EUROPEAN VISION 2040
In order to get a good impression of the future trends, NR2C has developed three extreme settings or
scenarios in which to place needs, demands and generic developments. This procedure promotes
thinking about extreme ideas and solutions. Major trends or demands, manifesting to some extent in
each of the extreme scenarios, will certainly occur in the actual future of 2040. In fact the actual future
of 2040 will be a mixture of these scenarios.
Extreme Scenarios
•

Public Authority-based scenario. The state and other public authorities, rather than
individual groups, are responsible for the major decisions involving finding the right
balance between individual freedom and the need for rules and central direction.

•

Market-based scenario. Governments encourage a more market-responsive decision
system and limit themselves to defining and controlling the frameworks. The dominant
principle of society is ‘if you are willing to pay, anything is possible’.

•

Sustainable society scenario. The 'green' attitude gained the upper hand during
decision-making. Non-material values such as community spirit, spiritual development,
ecological awareness and sustainability determine how society is structured.

The Vision 2040 described below is a combination of the NR2C workshops held in nine European
countries (Belgium, France, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Slovenia, Sweden and
Poland) and the visions presented by ERTRAC, FEHRL and ECTP. To enable cross-referencing
between the visions, this NR2C vision has adopted the four themes distinguished by ERTRAC to
streamline the discussion about the future:
•
•
•
•

Mobility of People and Transport of Goods
Safety and Security
Environment, Energy and Resources
Competitive Design and Production Systems

Within the framework of this project, a vision is a realistic description of future society and shows how
the world might look like in (in this case) thirty-five years. A vision offers a long-term perspective.
Comparing this vision with today’s situation gives policy makers and engineers an anchor for decision
making and finding and developing the right solutions. The aim of the NR2C project is to discover new
construction concepts to meet the mobility demands of the future. NR2C is primarily a search for
technical innovations that will contribute to the realisation of the future. In the context of NR2C, the
development of management tools is of secondary importance, unless they have any technical impact.
In general, it is important to know and experience new creations first before they can be managed. In
the following sections, we only refer to developments with consequences for changes regarding the
hardware of the infrastructure. The design (aligning the road to its environment), construction and
maintenance (technical and engineering aspects) of roads in the future are the main issues of NR2C’s
vision. The relevant aspects of the future per ERTRAC theme are labelled with a ‘Key Characteristic’,
showing the colour of the demands of the future on a more recognisable level linked to the present
jargon of policy makers and engineers concerning road infrastructure. These characteristics form
relevant links for translating the vision into new road construction concepts in chapter 4.

3.1

Mobility of People and Transport of Goods

In the year 2040, the Trans European Network (TEN) of highways will be completed. New construction
and maintenance techniques have been introduced to upgrade and rehabilitate the old (existing)
network and to build new roads in order to complete the networks fast and cost-effectively. Despite the
expansion of the networks, traffic congestion is a familiar problem.
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Central and Eastern Europe have developed good underlying regional road networks and motorisation
has approached similar levels to those in Western Europe with corresponding problems. Different
transport networks are connected optimally, providing seamless interconnections and thus
optimisation of the use of the infrastructure.
Due to lack of space, city planners have returned to the principle of compact cities. Suburban roads
are transformed into multi-usable streets serving all kinds of users of the public space.

Current situation

Future

Expansion of road networks in urbanised areas is only considered when it has a major impact in terms
of relieving or preventing congestion. Small, light and environmentally friendly cars and trucks are the
only vehicles driving in the city centres above ground, sometimes on double deck roads or dedicated
lanes (like taxi lanes). Big trucks are banished from city centres. Public transport facilities provide
seamless connections to private transport. To support this, new transfer stations have been developed
on the city outskirts. The use of underground infrastructure also improves the quality of life above
ground (pedestrian safety, noise reduction and space for parks). To make optimum use of the scarce
space, (new) infrastructure is combined with other functions where possible. For example, parking and
shopping under the road and producing and transporting energy in the road construction provide
added value to the road space.
In selected areas of high demand relating to capacity, various measures are taken to regulate the
number and types of vehicles. Dedicated lanes are introduced on a wide scale to give priority to
certain types of vehicles, e.g. long distance transport lanes (interurban) and separate lanes for buses
and bicycles in urban and suburban areas. Roads are used more dynamically. The introduction of
variable lane configurations during the day responds to changing demands at different points in the
day (figure 3.1). To limit or shift demand in time within the day, road pricing is introduced.

Morning peak

Evening peak
Figure 3.1.Dynamic markings (Source: Philips Lighting)
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Infrastructure, vehicles and traffic information are designed to support the transport of a range of
passengers in a convenient and understandable way from door to door. The roads and pavements are
adjusted for the elderly and disabled by removing all obstacles in the vertical alignment.
Mobility of People and Transport of Goods
Mobility in 2040

Key Characteristics

•

Available

•
•
•
•

Road networks keep up with growing demand for road
capacity by freight and passenger transport.
Urban design of compact cities combines different functions,
such as residence, leisure and workplaces, and reduces
dispersion of traffic activities.
Different networks are connected optimally allowing
seamless connections of road transport with other transport
modes.
New approaches to road transport system design maximises
the capacity of the road space and minimises the negative
impact on communities.
People of all ages, incomes and physical abilities have
access to convenient transportation.

Multi-functional, Multi-use

Available, Accessible

Environment-friendly,
Available
Accessible

In order to meet the demands of the future with regard to personal mobility and transport of goods, the
infrastructure must be available, multi-functional, environmentally friendly and accessible.

3.2

Safety and Security

Travelling by car is a safe way of travel. All users understand the road infrastructure. Vehicles and
roads are designed to help prevent road user mistakes and limit the consequences of driver errors. In
urban areas, the most vulnerable road users are safe, in particular pedestrians and cyclists.

Road workers too are able to do their work safely. The different forms of transport are physically
separated. Pedestrians, cyclists and motorists have distinct areas and lanes, if necessary divided
physically. Large and heavy trucks are banished from city centres and redirected to underground
roads, thus promoting safe city centres for vulnerable road users.
New intelligent in-car techniques, road and travel management systems reduce the number of
casualties. Driver, vehicle and traffic managers receive relevant traffic information about the road
condition and traffic situation, for example. This enables the driver to choose another route and the
traffic manager to take action by warning road users of calamities. For that purpose the road condition
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is monitored permanently. The road is ‘smart’: it observes, analyses, concludes, acts and
communicates when necessary.
Safety and Security
Safety in 2040
•
•
•

Key Characteristics

The road infrastructure is easily understood by all road users Accessible, Safe
and designed to minimise road user mistakes. It limits the
consequences of driver errors.
Vehicles and infrastructure are designed to minimise the
Safe
impact on the most vulnerable road users, in particular
pedestrians and cyclists.
Intelligent (smart) roads and intelligent vehicle systems
Smart, Safe
interact and communicate with the driver and makes
travelling safer.

In order to meet the demands of the future with regard to safety, the infrastructure must be easy to
access and easy to understand, smart and safely designed.

3.3

Energy, Environment and Resources

In 2040 the road transport system will be environmentally friendly in spite of the expanded fleet of
vehicles. New approaches in the design and construction of vehicles and the infrastructure will help
lower the impact on communities and natural habitats.
New transport systems such as road trains, combined with advanced traffic management systems
provide efficient, smooth and low energy transport of goods. New energy resources like solar energy,
nuclear energy (electricity) and H2 fuels are replacing fossil fuels in society. Vehicles are largely
powered by hydrogen or electricity. Solar energy recovery from the road is an economic energy source,
allowing the road to generate electricity for signalling and lighting. Collectors placed in the pavement
cool the pavements in summer, extending their durability (less rutting) and de-icing the road surface in
winter to prevent slipperiness and sanding with other environmentally unfriendly materials.
In urban areas, the negative impact of
traffic is enormously reduced. Cleaner
vehicles have reduced traffic fleet
emissions to nearly zero negative
consequence on air quality. Road
design and construction trends, like
underground or covered roads and
new noise-absorbing road surfaces,
combined with silent vehicles and
tyres dramatically reduce noise
pollution for residents. Focus on the
aesthetical
aspects
of
the
infrastructure and the combination of
roads with other urban functions
improve accepting infrastructure in
urban living areas.
De-fragmentation measures such as building underground roads and eco-ducts minimise the negative
impact on natural habitats.
Vehicle production, road construction and maintenance processes are designed to maximise the
extent of recycling. The use of raw materials is minimised. Prefab built roads allow upgrading or
renewal without replacing the whole construction.
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Environment, Energy and Resources
Environmental issues in 2040

Key Characteristics

•
•

Energy-efficient

•
•

The transport system is more energy efficient.
Road transport energy demands and resources in the
context of production and construction techniques approach
sustainable levels.
New approaches to the road transport system minimise
environmental impacts (for example noise, air pollution,
aesthetics) on communities and natural habitats.
Vehicle manufacturing systems and road construction and
maintenance processes are designed to maximise the extent
of recycling.

Sustainable

Environment-friendly

Sustainable

In order to meet the demands of the future with regard to the environment, energy and resources,
infrastructure must be energy-efficient, sustainable and environmentally friendly.

3.4

Competitive Design and Production Systems

Everything is done to offer the passenger and freight transport sectors permanently available and
reliable networks. Roads are built to high quality and durable standards, resulting in low maintenance.
The use of recycled building materials as far as possible is accepted policy. The need for low
maintenance helps minimise ‘downtime’ and optimises availability of the road network. Road
construction becomes flexible by designing according to a modular multi-layer concept. Each module
or layer is based on functional specifications focusing on the specific function of that module or layer
as part of the construction. The functional approach behind this concept promotes the use of the right
materials for the specific requirements and allows a distinction between long lifetime components (low
maintenance) and short lifetime components (fast maintenance). Interurban roads with dedicated
lanes for freight transport used by very large and heavy ‘road trains’ have different specifications for
rutting than small motorcycle/ lightweight vehicle lanes in urban areas. The road surface layers in
particular are constantly upgraded by newer versions to meet changing demands. Constant
improvements are booked in durability, improvements in noise reduction and more efficient electronics.
The ‘old road modules’ will be recycled or updated.
Smart maintenance means fast, cost effective and durable maintenance with minimum impact on the
travel time and safety of the road user. Smart maintenance techniques are developed to reduce
‘downtime’ of the road, for example surface treatment sprays to revitalise surface properties and
prefab surface layers (pavement on a roll) allowing partially and rapid replacement and upgrading of
pavements.
New prefab methods of road construction are
used to build new roads or upgrade existing
ones. Prefab constructions provide high
quality because of the perfect production
conditions and the introduction of new
techniques and materials. Other smart
solutions like temporary ‘bridges’ are used to
roof over maintenance work, thus relieving
congestion, reducing the need for diversions
and creating safe conditions for the workers.
The road conditions are permanently
monitored by the road itself and by vehicles.
Special monitoring vehicles travelling at traffic
speed, standard passenger cars equipped
Mobile Temporary Bridge (source Studio WnT)
with simple monitoring systems and sensors
installed into roads, pavement and structures register and automatically record the condition and
performance. GPS communication allows vehicles and sensors to send this information to central data
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banks that provide advance warnings about bad conditions, such as structural deterioration and icing.
Road sensors are also used to weigh trucks, thus discouraging ‘overloading’. The constant monitoring
activities improve driver safety, promote efficient planning for maintenance and reduce ‘downtime’ of
roads (fewer incidents).
Competitive Design and Production
Design and construction in 2040

Key Characteristics

•

Durable and reliable

•
•
•
•

High quality levels to guarantee around the clock availability
characterise the road networks.
Innovative construction and maintenance (for example
modularity) are established to support rapid construction, low
maintenance and minimum downtime of roads.
Road engineering features a high rate of recycling of building
materials and other industrial waste products to save natural
resources.
Road surface layers are designed to offer comfort and safety
to the users and minimum hindrance for direct neighbours.
The infrastructure supports the road user as much as
possible. Guiding and warning systems increase the
reliability and safety of infrastructure.

Durable, Available

Sustainable

Environment-friendly
Smart, Reliable, Safe

The trends of competitive design and production contribute to durable, available, reliable, sustainable,
smart and safe road infrastructure.
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4 - FROM VISION TO CONCEPTS
The European-wide vision 2040 described in the previous Chapter outlines today’s expectations with
respect to the physical and environmental aspects of the road infrastructure. The current trends and
technical developments related to mobility and transport have been extrapolated beyond the next
decades. This vision represents the demands or requirements made by society in 2040 on the road
infrastructure.
The vision 2040 reflects society in the year 2040 with the emphasis on the use and perception of the
road infrastructure. In fact such a vision of the future can be considered a focus point for policy makers
and engineers. Comparing this future with the present situation produces the missing links with
respect to the road engineering aspects mentioned and supports the policy makers in taking the right
decisions. This vision also shows how society thinks about use, design, construction and maintenance
of infrastructure for the coming decades.
The main question at this stage is “How to meet this future”, i.e. “What developments are necessary to
reach the future step by step”. Lessons from the past have shown that radical breakthroughs in
technology will not occur from one day to the next, but are an accumulation of small stepping stones.
So to be ready for the future, the first steps will have to be taken today. Therefore the vision 2040
must be transferred to a selected number of clear main questions, i.e. the ‘new road construction
concepts’, stimulating the stakeholders and engineers to give clear answers and propose realistic
developments. These new road construction concepts with a number of primary directions for
solutions provide the framework for thinking about technical solutions. In order to develop these
solutions, research programmes are defined, including the first stepping stone on the way to realising
the future.

Road Construction
Concepts

4.1

Direction of solution

Direction of solution

Direction of solution

1

2

3

Research Programme

Research Programme

Research Programme

and key issues

and key issues

and key issues

Road Construction Concepts

To guarantee optimum utilisation of the results and to enable cross-referencing between the visions
presented by ERTRAC, ECTP and FEHRL, NR2C has adopted the four themes distinguished by
ERTRAC. In the meantime, the scope of these versions of the view of the future has converged from a
wide range of mobility-related aspects (ERTRAC) to road engineering subjects in particular. With
respect to composing visions, the ERTRAC themes were excellent for streamlining discussions to
abstract ideas. However in the stage of specifying these ideas, another category of stakeholders with
a different way of speaking was involved in the project. To optimise their contribution and provide
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mental stimulation, another set of triggers or eye-catchers was preferred to the ERTRAC themes. The
‘Key Characteristics’ introduced in Chapter 3 form the link between the old and the new triggers.
Annex I, illustrates this process of transforming the ERTRAC themes to a set of recognisable
characteristics of the road of the future. The result is shown in figure 4.1. To be perfectly clear, this
process of reordering is done to optimise communication with the stakeholders and has no direct
scientific background.

N
NR
R22C
C ccoonncceeppttss
aanndd
C
Chhaarraacctteerriissttiiccss
available

Reliable

durable
Infrastructure

reliable

energy efficient

Green

sustainable

Infrastructure

environment

accessible

Safe & Smart

smart
Infrastructure

safe

multi-functional

Human

multi-usable
Infrastructure

public security

Figure 4.1. New Road Construction Concepts

The final result of this process leads to the following road construction concepts, representing the
dominant characteristics of the road of the future:
•

Reliable Infrastructure
Availability and reliability are the key issues of durable infrastructure, which means high quality and
low maintenance of the construction parts of the infrastructure. In the case of maintenance, the
impact of these activities on the traffic flow must be minimal. Upgrading this infrastructure is
possible without dismantling the existing construction. Reliable infrastructure stands for optimising
the availability of infrastructure.

•

Green (environmentally friendly) Infrastructure
Minimising environmental impacts on communities and natural habitats are the main issues of this
concept. Green infrastructure fits into its surroundings and contributes by means of design and
composition to minimising the impact of traffic (noise, air pollution and vibrations) and energy
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consumption of the transport system. It also optimises the use of non-traditional materials for road
building and reduces the use of natural resources. Green infrastructure stands for reducing the
environmental impact of traffic and infrastructure on the sustainable society.
•

Safe and Smart Infrastructure
Smart and safe infrastructure observes (traffic flow, circumstances and itself), interprets, decides
and acts to promote safe and comfortable travel and help the owner of the roads keep the
infrastructure objects in safe condition. Safe infrastructure stands for optimising flows of traffic of
all categories of road users and road construction work safely.

•

Human Infrastructure
The main characteristics of this concept are multi-functionality and multi-use of the space occupied
by infrastructure. Human infrastructure offers the main categories of road user the elementary
facilities, which guarantee social security. The main points are sharing the space with non-road
users for leisure, etc. and exploring the space above and below the road surface to facilitate other
socially relevant functions (transport and non transport-related). Human infrastructure stands for
harmonising infrastructure with the human dimensions.

These four concepts apply to the three fields of the NR2C project: urban and interurban roads and
constructions. Society demands reliable, green, human, safe and smart infrastructure in a stable
composition. Of course this composition will differ in detail with regard to urban and interurban road
infrastructure and structures, but similar basic questions apply to both fields resulting in a limited
number of categories of solutions. These solutions are not strictly connected, but can contribute to
several concepts by giving the elaboration a different emphasis. By asking questions like: "What are
the basic elements of green infrastructure?” and “What needs to be done to create a green
infrastructure?” the four concepts have been worked out to form the main directions of solutions
with the first stepping-stones in the next sections.

4.2

Reliable Infrastructure

Roads are the lifeblood of European trade and social utility. Despite the growing attention for the use
of other modalities like railway, shipping and all kinds of public transport, roads carry by far the
majority of land freight transport and passenger traffic. Keeping this traffic rolling is the main concern
of the road authorities. Building new roads or expanding square metres of asphalt might seem the
obvious way to do this. However the demand for ‘traffic space’ will always exceed the supply.
Congestion-free road transport continues to be an issue, but will be an obsession: traffic jams are a
fact of life. Above all, the concern extends to conserving the existing network and upgrading the
existing structures to provide the quality standards of the future: reliable and available around the
clock at socially acceptable costs.
Designing and constructing according to the philosophy of ‘Lifetime engineering’ affords challenges
to road engineers and economic perspectives to road authorities. Lifetime engineering takes into
account all transport-related costs by decision-making. The initial costs of structures will no longer be
the only dominant factor; maintenance costs including the economic loss of traffic jams due to
maintenance work will also play a role. Durable or long life infrastructure with low maintenance is the
device for reliable infrastructure in the future. Because of the limitations of current construction
materials to bear the increasing traffic loads, new materials and products will have to be developed. A
better understanding of the failure mechanisms is an essential stepping-stone for that purpose. Road
engineering research must increasingly cross the boundary into the world of physics and chemistry
and apply their technologies, such as micron and nano techniques, to discover the phenomena forcing
the degradation of construction components. Understanding what is really happening in practice
supports the proper design of new products and leads to performance-based testing. On this basis,
requirements and contracts that are fully performance-based will be applied in the road construction
sector. These enable fast implementation of new products and stimulate innovation in general.
Even the most durable infrastructure cannot escape maintenance from time to time. To minimise the
impact on the availability of the infrastructure, fast, hindrance-free maintenance techniques must be
developed. In fact the foundation of these solutions is laid at the design stage of structures by
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remembering that maintenance will be necessary one day. Thinking and designing in terms of building
structures from standard prefabricated components and separating long life (bearing) and short
lifetime (surface layers) construction parts is one of the first steps. Assembling prefabricated standard
modules and components will reduce both the construction phase and the rehabilitation period. In
many cases, the degeneration of infrastructures occurs at the surface (loss of stones, skidding,
cracking). A new line of surface treatment products must be developed to conserve and revitalise
surfaces in the early stages of degradation, thus postponing replacement or more major maintenance
work. Preventive spraying with these revitalising products could potentially be a rapid and extremely
cost effective method of lifetime extension. Where road or lane closures are inevitable, the use of
smart solutions like a temporary bridge roofing over the maintenance work is a great step forward. A
temporary bridge allows traffic to pass the work site without delay and also reduces the risk to the lives
of the maintenance workers.

Balancing demand and capacity to optimise the use of the existing infrastructure primarily requires
good traffic management. In finding and achieving the right balance between demand and capacity,
road-engineering activities are regarded more as an aid or supporter than a dominant partner.
Nevertheless many traffic management measurements have an impact on the structural behaviour of
infrastructure because of changes in loading. Optimising the availability of the existing networks can
be effected by a combination of canalising traffic flows into destination or car category on the one
hand and applying a flexible geography of the cross section of the road on the other hand. The
introduction of dedicated lanes, e.g. long distance and short distance traffic (in combination with
reduction of the number of entries), good transport, public transport and pay lanes, will improve the
availability for the economically crucial categories of transport. Permission to use the hard shoulders
during rush hours creates extra temporary capacity. Nightly time slots for driving road trains over the
left lane of highways, for example, create a better balance between demand and capacity during the
day. The development of dynamic road markings (switch on or off) offers new perspectives for
directing the available capacity according to place and time. Automatic lane changes turning the travel
direction, temporarily narrowing the width of lanes (in combination with speed limits) to create an extra
lane in cross section become serious options for optimising the road systems. Besides permanent
infrastructure, “infrastructure on demand” can complete the infrastructure of tomorrow if necessary.
Floating roads and temporary bridges provide extra capacity on demand in cases of huge
manifestations and road closures due to maintenance activities.
The more traffic on the roads, the higher the sensitivity of the road systems to disruption in the traffic
flows resulting from accidents and maintenance work. Good asset management tools must be
developed to support decision making by road authorities with respect to maintenance strategies and
reserving funds for conservation of the road networks. Monitoring systems to quickly establish the
condition of the infrastructure, performance models for structures, materials and maintenance
techniques to forecast maintenance and in this context determine hard and smart intervention levels
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for maintenance from the safety point of view become the basic requirements of modern network
management.
Directions of solutions for reliable infrastructure
RELIABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Direction of solution

Projects and key issues

Lifetime engineering

•

Research performance and failure mechanisms by means of
micron and nano technologies in order to develop high
performance materials and maintenance technologies.

•

Achieve high quality performance levels to guarantee around
the clock availability e.g. by developing more durable
materials to reduce need for maintenance.

•

Develop modular roads assembled from standard modules
(preferably based on European standard dimensions),
prefabricated under controlled circumstances, based on the
concept of functional separation of long lifetime and short
lifetime components, including the whole production chain.

•

Design constructions and maintenance techniques including
materials to minimise the impact of maintenance activities on
traffic flows, like

Fast hindrance free
maintenance

Balancing demand
and capacity

Asset management
tools
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o

High speed techniques for replacing thin surface layers;

o

Hindrance free maintenance techniques for underground
utilities;

o

Hindrance free winter maintenance techniques;

o

Temporary by-passes (temporary bridges);

o

Self-cleaning and regenerating surface layers;

o

Sprays to renew or revitalise surface characteristics to
postpone major maintenance work.

•

Design infrastructure with options for (temporarily) increasing
road network capacity by means of dedicated lanes,
temporary bypasses, flexible lane width and lanes with the
ability to change travel direction depending on traffic demand.

•

Accommodate infrastructure requirements and interactions
with new transport systems like road trains and Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT).

•

Develop hindrance free self-diagnostic real-time monitoring
and inspection techniques in order to optimise maintenance
planning and prevent low performance surprises.

•

Design European-wide standard performance indicators and
intervention levels for surface characteristics.

•

Develop or upgrade in-situ sensors and Specialist Survey
Vehicles in order to develop performance models for
maintenance management systems.

•

Develop European quality management systems for
construction companies.

•

Develop knowledge about lifecycles analyses (LCA) and
translate this into tools for decision-making.
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Green Infrastructure

As rivers and mountains naturally reclaim the geographical composition of continents, so ground
transportation systems dominate the physical planning of landscapes and cities. These man-made
systems/barriers offer freedom of movement to people and goods in society on the one hand, while
having almost irreversible consequences for communities and natural habitats along roads and
railways on the other hand. The freedom to transport goods and people, generate economic prosperity
and improve our standard of life is increasingly in conflict with the social wellbeing of the direct
neighbours of the transport systems, especially in the densely populated urban and suburban areas.
The social demand for cleaner, quieter and more energy-efficient road transport with minimum impact
on communities and natural habitats, poses the challenge of closing the gap between these conflicting
needs to all industries involved with road transport. By means of design, construction and use of
materials, road engineering sectors can contribute to environmentally-friendly (green) infrastructure.
Better integration of infrastructure in its surroundings is rather a matter of willingness to give natural
habitats a chance to survive than a lack of road engineering solutions. Proper design and modelling of
the verges and the creation of barrier-free ecological areas using eco ducts are examples of ecological
engineering that can already be found in some European countries. Local circumstances and
demands will ultimately determine the best solutions. As a major consumer of building materials, an
important contribution of road engineering to the green infrastructure concept involves the saving of
natural resources. Road construction annexes land or scarce public space to urban areas and
affects the landscape elsewhere for the supply of first class building materials. Furthermore,
maintenance and reconstruction works generate a huge amount of building rubble that is transported
to landfills which also affect the landscape. The
complete recycling and reuse of this building
rubble will be the first challenge facing road
engineers in the near future. Upgrading building
rubble generated by sanitation of commercial
buildings and houses and other industrial waste
products to proper road building materials is the
second step. The line of saving natural
resources must be extended to saving energy.
The handling of thousands of tons of building
materials is a very energy consuming business
for road constructing. Nevertheless important
savings can be made by focusing more on the
treatment of these materials on site and in
plants. Hot asphalt mixes are the main
components of pavement constructions. The
development of high quality low temperature
binders and mixes produces substantial savings
in energy and production costs. In this context
and also in view of the increasing scarcity and
expense of natural oil, the development of socalled Bio-binders will be a serious option.
Saving natural resources through developments
in road construction covers just one area. The
vertical (gradient of abutments) and horizontal
(curves) alignment of road design and the
condition of the road surface (texture, evenness)
particularly affect the rolling resistance of trucks
and thus fuel consumption (and air pollution).
Rough and uneven road surfaces will increase
this consumption. Research is required to
quantify and model the effects of these tyre/road interactions in order to develop cost effective and
safe solutions.
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Nobody can blame the road authorities for people wanting to use their networks for transporting
persons, goods and themselves. Without measures, the popularity of road transport tends to founder
because of its own success. The tremendous rise in the amount of traffic over the last two decades
has produced a corresponding negative impact on the environment. Air pollution and noise emission
continue to affect the health and quality of life of substantial numbers of people. Furthermore, energy
consumption in the sector is contributing to the global Green House Gas emissions. Developments of
low emission (combustion) engines and restricted car-use must significantly reduce this in the next
decades. In the meantime, reduced to the dominator ‘Emission control’, road authorities have been
invited to produce innovative solutions to reduce the impact of emissions. With respect to silent
pavements, progress can be made by means of fine-tuning the mix design and application techniques.
Prefabrication of thin noise absorbing surface layers on the roll under controlled circumstances will
promote this development. Materials capable of absorbing noise and possibly air polluting components
must be developed to reduce the impact of emissions under legal standards. To prevent exhaust
(blacks) and non-exhaust (brake wear, tyre wear, etc.) particulate matter emissions blown up by wind
and passing traffic, cleaning systems must be designed to remove these pollutions from urban and
suburban areas. In the case of extreme polluting situations and where it is impossible to abandon
polluting cars, covered roads in combination with air-cleaning systems are an option.

Directions of solution for green infrastructure
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Direction of solution
Saving natural
resources

Emission Control
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Projects and key issues
•

Develop tools to assess environmental impact in a global
approach (from materials to structure) as a component of life
cycle analyses.

•

Develop new techniques and management tools to support
and optimise the reuse and recycling of building materials and
other non-traditional materials (for example in-situ recycling
processes).

•

Develop low energy consuming construction and maintenance
techniques, like prefabrication and low temperature asphalt

•

Quantify the effects of the road condition and road alignment
on the fuel consumption in order to optimise the tyre/road
interactions (rolling resistance).

•

Design (aesthetical) infrastructure that fits into its environment
and reduces the impact on flora and fauna and restore habitat
fragmentation (eco viaducts).

•

Develop and introduce new environmentally friendly and
sustainable building materials for pavement constructions
(bio-bitumen) and structures (bio-plastics)

•

Design systems to recover sustainable energy from road
infrastructure (solar, wind, braking vehicles, hot-water
collectors)

•

Design urban infrastructure that will reduce the impact of
traffic (noise, pollution and vibration).

•

Develop systems to reduce the generation and dispersal of
chemical pollution in road, run off, vehicle spray, winter
maintenance and accident spillages.

•

Develop concepts for roads that reduce the creation of
particulate and other pollutants (through tyre wear, brake
wear, road surface wear) and in situ cleansing methods
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Safe and Smart Infrastructure

Despite significant improvements over many years, the number of (fatal) injuries resulting from road
accidents remains high. The target set by the European Countries of a 50% reduction in road deaths
by 2010 is indeed very ambitious, but it does emphasise the gravity of the situation. An accident is
seldom a stand-alone event, but the ultimate consequence of a number of non-expected incidents and
factors, such as weather conditions, disorderly traffic flows, road design, road condition, attentiveness,
awareness and accuracy of the road users. Clearing up incidents and interfering in one or more
leading factors will certainly help reduce the number of casualties. In this framework, important
questions are: “Who is responsible for what” and “Who is taking the lead”. Is it the commercially driven
automotive industry or the low-budget road authority? The automotive industry has started to
recognise the importance and potential of putting more electronic intelligence into its cars (like lane
and distance-keeping systems). Vehicles become smarter and smarter year by year and their
intelligence focuses on more comfort and safety of the individual driver and his passengers, the “user's
optimum”. However, road network managers or road authorities are interested in the overall safety and
unrolling of traffic on their networks, the “system's optimum”: homogeneous traffic flows with controlled
speed limits improve the traffic performance of roads as well as safety. Achieving 'system's optimum'
means more than adding up the optimum
travel time of individual cars. To achieve the
system's optimum, it may be advisable to
exclude freight traffic from using some lanes of
the road over a certain period in favour of other
drivers. Traffic managers can only take such a
decision at central level. An explicit
requirement for achieving the system's
optimum is the availability of information about
the use and condition of the road network at
any time. To gather this information some
intelligence has to be ‘in-built’ into the road
infrastructure. To support the traffic managers,
smart infrastructure, i.e. infrastructure that is
capable of observing, interpreting, deciding
and acting, will be necessary.
The basic requirements of safe and smart infrastructure are naturally the quality of the hardware or the
physical infrastructure. It is for the road engineers to design and construct infrastructure that inspires
confidence in all road users with respect to safety under normal conditions, day and night. A safe
design is the elementary basis. Discussions about ground transportation are always dominated by car
drivers, but motor bikers, cyclists and pedestrians also want to survive their journeys on public roads.
It cannot be denied that most fatal accidents occur in the countryside and in urban and suburban
areas. Confusing intersections, lack of an overall view in bends, hard obstacles (trees, barriers) in
verges that are too close to the roadway and the diversity of road users in the same place are some of
the main reasons. Offering road users a clear and proper design is an important step to safety, as it
enables them to recognise and assess the local situation. In this context, research resulting in
Guidelines for Safe Design will be a valuable investment. Safe design also includes the use of proper
building materials, guaranteeing the comfort and safety of road constructions. Road users have to rely
on the expertise of the road engineers in choosing the right materials and on the interest of road
authorities in maintaining the safety of the infrastructure. Without preventive warning signals, road
users may expect the relevant performance indicators of surface layers such as evenness, skidding
resistance and rutting to comply with standard safety levels.
The general need to optimise the road systems in order to improve safety and capacity initially
requires the systems to have the capacity to manage traffic. On a network, which increasingly
resembles a slow moving car park for most of the day, good advice is thrown away. Directing car
drivers from one traffic jam into another does not justify the high investment costs. System
optimisation demands smart design of the road networks involved. Here smart design stands for
creating a ‘playground’ with enough free space and sufficient freedom of action to solve congestion
caused by high traffic demand or incidents. System optimisation means being able to choose
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alternatives. Besides expanding the road network, creating temporary capacity inside and/or outside
the network is the most obvious solution. Therefore smooth connections and bypasses between the
different networks are the first requisites. A rather simple way of achieving extra capacity on the
highway system is to allow the use of hard shoulders during rush hours and in the case of accidents.
The development of dynamic road markings makes it possible to optimise the use of the existing
square metres of roadways. By narrowing the lane width (in combination with speed limitation), an
extra lane can be created in cross section. At all
network levels, dynamic road markings bring
automatic changes of travel direction in reach.
Less popular but effective is the creation of
buffer zones holding cars near the access to a
network. Restricted access (car by car) from
these zones prevents overcapacity on a
congested road section. It is the choice between
every car standing still or the majority
proceeding on their journey. All these examples
of measurements aimed at optimising the use of
the existing roads directly or indirectly affect the
behaviour of the road infrastructure. Changes of
loading the pavement construction affect the
performance.
A smart road observes, interprets, decides and acts. With respect to supporting drivers, the latter
function requires proper communication of decisions to road users. An exponent of smart design is
smart communication: the way of communicating relevant information to the road users. They must
be able to understand what the “system” or traffic manager means because they only have a few
seconds to reflect and react. Communication between the smart road systems and the cars will be
crucial to the success of system optimisation. A realistic estimation will conclude that automatic vehicle
guidance will be realised by the year 2040. In the meantime, communication will focus on dashboard
displays and warning signals in cars and a range of traffic signs and information panels above and
alongside the road. Road users are already overwhelmed by information, sometimes relevant but
often irrelevant. (What are the limits: the human brain or the available space in the verges?) However,
the relevance of information changes according to the time. Research is required to develop real
Dynamic Road Information Panels with the ability to integrate common traffic signs, static and realtime information so that the right information can be shown at the right time. This reduces the number
of signs and other information panels alongside the road and focuses the attention of the road users
on one spot. Remember that not everyone travelling in the morning rush hour is looking for a hotel or
museum. A real challenge will be the development of road surface layers changing colour when the
service level, for instance skidding resistance, falls below the standard safety level.
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Over the past few years, many applications of Intelligent Traffic Systems have been developed and
tested on a modest scale in local areas. These first generation systems rely on indicators that are
used to manage traffic flows. Most studies and research point out that the weakness of such
applications is the poor quantity and quality of real time data available for input. Easy and cheap data
acquisition will be the critical success factor of ITS, which requires the development of smart
monitoring devices. It is no secret that road authorities are not very keen on the presence of sensors
in their pavement constructions, except those that are necessary for their own asset management.
Traffic
disturbance,
caused
by
the
implementation of in-situ sensors, and their
maintenance costs temper enthusiasm to install
more than strictly necessary. In this respect, invehicle sensors are preferable. The current low
“density” in-situ sensors (Weight In Motions
systems, strain gauges, traffic and speed
counting loops, etc) in combination with
specialist survey vehicles generate data for
modelling structural deterioration of roads and
bridges and modelling traffic flows. This is then
used for asset management models at network
level. To improve the management of
maintenance at road section level, sensors, and
bringing impending problems to the attention of
road operators before significant deterioration
occurs must be developed. Fitted to standard vehicles (“probe vehicles”) these sensors can provide
up-to date information about the road condition and surface characteristics of the pavements. Probe
vehicle and in-situ measurements will together provide the data needed to achieve “system optimum”
and enable road authorities/operators to maintain the networks to the high levels of comfort and safety
expected by the road users.
Directions of solution for Safe and Smart Infrastructure
SAFE AND SMART INFRASTRUCTURE
Direction of solution

Projects and key issues

Safe design

•

Improve Guidelines for safe design, including basic standard
design rules guaranteeing safe, comfortable and recognisable
infrastructure (alignment, pavement, crossings, junctions
connecting different networks and ‘special structures) at any
moment of the day in order to minimise errors of road users.

•

Develop and use proper and durable building materials and
construction components with low (quick and hindrance free)
maintenance demands guaranteeing a high basic safety
performance.

•

Develop and dictate new materials and construction parts that
support a higher degree of safety for the road users, like
o Light reflecting surfaces (safer during the night);
o Heat absorbing surfaces in order to use infra-red scanning
(better visibility at night and in case of fog);
o Coloured surfaces to support safe virtual lanes for cyclists;
o Human friendly safety barriers to ‘protect’ motor bikers;
o Soft curbing to protect pedestrians and cyclist for head
injuries;
o Braille type marks for safe guidance for the blind.

•

Design constructions and maintenance technologies to
minimise the impact of maintenance activities on traffic flows.
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SAFE AND SMART INFRASTRUCTURE (continue)
•

Develop smart detecting and warning systems to inform road
users in case of unsafe performance of surface layers (for
example low skidding resistance of icy roads)

•

Develop ICT systems to support the design of infrastructure
with the potential of (temporarily) increasing road network
capacity by means of dedicated lanes, temporary by-passes,
flexible lane width and lanes with the ability to change travel
direction depending on traffic demand (dynamic road marking,
intelligent merging supporting systems).

•

Research on Automatic Vehicle Guidance (AVG) and its
integration into existing road infrastructure.

•

Install self-diagnosis systems, sensors and actuators for the
active control of structure vibration.

Smart communication

•

Develop all-round Dynamic Road Information Panels aimed at
optimising communication with the road user by presenting the
right type of information at the right time and reducing the
confusion of existing traffic signs and panels above and
alongside the road.

Smart monitoring

•

Design multi-functional in-situ and in-vehicle monitoring and
detecting systems generating real-time data to inform the road
users about safety and routing, the police about speeding,
security and axle loads, the traffic manager about incidents,
traffic flows and free capacity and the road operator about
road and structure condition.

•

Research the effects of in-situ sensors and other smart in-situ
components on the overall performance of pavement
structures and on maintenance techniques and management.

•

Develop in cooperation with the automotive industry in-vehicle
sensors which are able to detect the real-time condition of the
road structures.

Smart design

4.5

Human Infrastructure

Europe is the most urbanised continent in the world, with 80% of its population living in towns and
cities. Due to the growing population and continuing industrialisation near towns and cities, an
explosive urbanisation has taken place over the last fifty years. Towns have evolved into cities, cities
have become metropolises swallowing local communities one by one. Such urbanisation and
suburbanisation reached its peak in the 1960s and 1970s, accompanied by poor quality town planning.
Town planning was characterised by monotonous apartment buildings lacking any aesthetic design,
built as closely together as possible. Accommodating people like cattle seemed to be more relevant
than creating social and liveable communities. Of course, developments in the field of mobility systems
and specifically those in the automotive industry have strongly supported this continued process of
urbanisation. The location of business parks, shopping centres and new housing estates no longer
matters. By car, everything is within reach. The huge rise in the number of vehicles and car use is now
a scourge on city life. The omnipresent vehicles will dominate the configuration of scarce public space
in towns and cities. Streets were rearranged to become roads, roads became carriageways and
carriageways became super highways to keep road traffic running and feed the conurbations with
goods and people. As a result, other socially relevant functions of the public space have been pushed
aside, both literally and figuratively. At the end of the fifty-year period of the reconstruction of Europe,
the slogan is ‘more is beautiful’. Great, greater, greatest or big, bigger, biggest and fast, faster, fastest
dominate our way of thinking. It seems as if policy makers and town planners have tried to project and
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copy the American dream and Tokyo’s city maps in the main cities of Europe. However they have
forgotten the difference in culture between Europe and the other continents. European economic
spaces today are huge crowded organisms, continuously evolving and linked by congested streets,
roads and railways in a polluted environment. This is not the quality of life that society is looking for in
the near future. The time has come for a revolutionary change in the configuration of public spaces in
order to facilitate other socially relevant functions and reduce the impact of road transport on people’s
health and lifestyles.
The built environment shapes our society, our way of life, our work, our leisure, our mobility. In order
to develop a sustainable built environment for all, we must have a society based on equal rights and
opportunities. Many people in today's society depend on an accessible environment in order to live
autonomous and active social and economic lives. Providing public security in public spaces will
probably be most instrumental in persuading citizens and other potential road users to use the
available infrastructure facilities. Special attention and care must be paid to the most vulnerable users
of roads and public spaces: pedestrians, cyclists, people with disabilities, people with reduced
mobility, old people and children. In general, well-designed and recognisable configurations of public
spaces will inspire confidence in public security. Besides separating the vulnerable road users from
motorists, a clear and open design will promote a sense of wellbeing. Users must be able to keep an
eye on each other at any
time. Prevent the creation
of black spots such as
subways for the sake of
vulnerable road users.
Outside rush hours, these
tunnels
are
not
considered safe and are
therefore
not
used
because of the lack of
social control. The best
place for the more
vulnerable category of
users is ground level in
the open air. In a certain sense the general behaviour of the various categories of road user affects
well-being. Developing a means of guiding and controlling the behaviour of all categories of road users
supports the public security component as well as the safety component in the use of public spaces.
The demand for public security is even more prominent when it gets dark. In rural areas, in emergency
places and service areas alongside interurban road networks, more focus on public security needs is
required during the period of darkness. Given the importance of visibility and surveyability, these areas
must have a clear and open design with good lighting to offer users a satisfactory level of security. In
this context, the development of intelligent lighting systems, such as infra-red systems which switch on
the lighting when they sense people, should be promoted.
Although visibility and surveyability are the most important aspects, other human senses also play a
role in our perception of public security. A barrage of noise and polluted air outside our doors holds no
prospect of an enjoyable sortie into public spaces. Developments in design and configuration are
required to reduce the negative impacts of traffic.
Citizens want their streets back to upgrade their social activities in their living surroundings. They are
tired of their living space being invaded by polluting cars and trucks speeding by. On the other hand,
they expect facilities and services to meet their daily needs. All these needs must be satisfied by one
and the same area of public space, which will be nearly impossible to attain without relinquishing
some demands. Designing a configuration for public space that allows a multi-functional use of the
available area at different times of the day could be an option. For example, the use of public transport
(tram and bus) lanes for transporting and delivering goods in the late evening or even modelling
parking areas so that they can be used as a children’s play area during the day or at weekends.
However, many of today’s cities do not even have these opportunities. They cannot incorporate
modern services unless they sacrifice or destroy the scarce public and inherited historical spaces,
environmental culture and ambiance, which have served as a cultural reference from one generation
to another. The last remaining option is to conquer the third dimension. The steadily increasing market
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value of land in the cities is another important reason for going underground, where the space is still
vastly underused compared with land above ground. This ultimate design solution for the multifunctional use of public space offers opportunities to transform the congested, noisy and polluted
urban environment into pleasant living areas and to improve the quality of life for city dwellers. Moving
the noisy and polluting traffic transport facilities and parking areas underground will create new empty
spaces at ground level for the enjoyment of the citizens. An alternative building concept might be to
create an artificial ground level by covering in the original surface level including the road transport
facilities. This building concept, recommended for developing new housing estates and business parks,
creates similar benefits as underground building: clean, secure, safe and comfortable public space.
The traditional model of extending offices, housing and road transport facilities is to develop cities
vertically and horizontally. Higher buildings and wider roads create urban sprawl spreading across the
countryside. Perpetuating this approach will ultimately lead to situations where citizens lose
themselves in the built environment and road users in the plains of asphalt pavements. This lack of
creativity and pursuit of quick wins will produce an environment that no longer reflects the needs of
human beings. Society’s demand for liveable surroundings requires a new design concept: human
design, the harmonisation of the dimensions of the built environment and infrastructure with human
dimensions. Aligning the dimensions to the main users gives expression to what road infrastructure
and built environment should be: places designed and developed for human beings. Human design
supports the understanding of local situations and thus promotes safety, security and better behaviour
among the users of public spaces.
Directions of solution for human infrastructure
HUMAN INFRASTRUCTURE
Direction of solution

Projects and key issues

Public security

•

Design and configure infrastructure and public spaces, which
are well organised and recognisable in order to inspire
confidence of the potential users.

•

Develop driver supporting vehicles and infrastructure to
minimise the impact of driver errors, e.g. with the help of
guiding and warning systems.

•

Design more direct and separated connections for the most
vulnerable road users, in particular pedestrians and cyclists
(stimulate walking and cycling)

•

Design urban infrastructure that will reduce the impact of
traffic (noise, pollution and vibration).

•

Conquer and exploit the third dimension of public spaces by
means of underground building or creating an artificial ground
floor level.

•

Design aesthetical infrastructure in alignment with its
environment.

•

Use streets differentiated in time to facilitate exploitation and
maintenance.

•

Redesign monotonous office and industrial areas to become
multi-usable public space.

•

Design and align the dimensions of infrastructure and the built
environment in accordance with its main users.

•

Reduce traffic needs by designing compact cities.

Multi-functional use

Human design
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5 - MAKING IT COME TRUE
Perhaps it has something to do with the new millennium, generally an excellent time for looking back
and ahead, but it is interesting how many activities have been initiated to describe and imagine the
future. Long-term visions, including strategic research recommendations related to mobility and
transport, have often been presented in recent years. This document is one such vision, presenting
the research required to face the future in the domain of road engineering. However, the work does
not end with describing visions and ambitions. This is only the start. All partners and stakeholders
involved agree that the recommended research programmes must be carried out. However visions
and ambitions do not come cheap. Because of their empirical character, innovations in the road
building industries are synonymous with high and long-term investments. So one of the main
questions will be which of the partners will take the lead and be responsible for achieving these
research programmes. Or in less politically correct terms: Who will pay the bills? A certain awareness
of the environment and culture of the road engineering market may be helpful in searching for an
answer.

5.1

Innovation in practice

Innovation is still a popular item on the political agenda. It is supposed to increase productivity in the
corporate sector, which will in turn improve the economic development of Europe. Because of the
economic importance of innovation, a survey was recently held by EIM Business Policy to determine
the most innovative sector in the Netherlands. More than 8,300 companies from 58 different sectors
were questioned about their innovations strategy and policy. The answers were processed on an
innovation barometer topped by the Chemicals and Plastics industry as the most innovative sector.
The road and hydraulic building sector is number 56. At first glance, this may seem typical for the
Netherlands, but we do not know indications that this poor ranking on the innovation barometer is
different in other European countries. It might be explained by the fact that this concerns the part of
the sector, which actually carries out the work, i.e. contractors (selling man-power) and suppliers of
building materials. Due to comprehensive standards and regulations, there is little room for
differentiation between the products and services these companies must provide. As a result, the
companies themselves have little opportunity to excel or stand out above the rest: a road is a road,
asphalt X is asphalt X and concrete class Z is concrete class Z. This situation is reflected in the way
commissions are awarded (lowest price), in the specifications and the contracts. Low risks, little
willingness to invest in innovation and low benefits could be the non-marked arguments. All in all,
these are not the best conditions for getting the innovative sparks flying.
However, all this does not mean that developments in the field of road engineering have stood still in
recent decades. On the contrary: much has been changed, revised and improved to achieve the
present high level of mechanisation. Looking at the distinguished levels of innovation (on the next
page), these developments must be placed in the category of restyling that represents 90-95% of all
development activities in the sector. In fact, it is more correct to refer to ‘improvements’ rather than
‘innovations’. The progress is an accumulation of carefully chosen small improvements of existing
concepts. The restyling level has a low barrier regarding experimentation. Existing test instruments are
usually sufficient. The application risks are low because, in general, the work involves optimising
existing concepts. The question is whether continuing to optimise and extrapolate will be adequate to
meet the requirements imposed on the infrastructure in 30 or 40 years’ time. At any moment, the
progress made in ongoing optimisation of existing concepts will no longer meet these requirements, so
that changes in the concepts will be necessary. The time has come for the sector to focus more on
redesigning concepts to face the future demands with confidence. The redesigning level is far more
challenging and involves breaking new ground. The risks to be taken to achieve success are greater
and the development time and costs will increase explosively. As a result, the sectors’ attitude
concerning innovation must change too on both sides: road authorities and/or principals as well as
corporate sector and/or contractors.
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Levels of innovation

5.2

•

Restyling (90-95%)
(improvements, conducting activities better, faster and
smarter)
o Making improvements
o High Speed Train (actually based on an old concept)

•

Redesigning (5-10%)
(innovations, conducting existing activities differently)
o Quiet asphalt
o Recycling of materials

•

Rethinking (sporadic)
(making breakthroughs, developing and introducing new
concepts and activities, approaching problems differently)
o Delta Works, detention reservoirs/overflow areas
o Magnetic trains

Innovation attitudes

The key question is: how do we achieve a more innovative climate in the sector? As in every
economically driven sector, the answer today is as simple as it is obvious: create more market forces.
Bring about a situation in which companies must compete more with one another. Give the sector
more responsibilities and it will be flooded with innovations. Instead of giving them elaborate, detailed
specifications, give them specifications based on performance in which the envisaged product is
described in terms of function. In this way, agreements on the roles of all the parties involved in
innovation will arise tacitly:
•
•
•

The realisation of innovations is primarily the task of trade and industry. The latter have the
required production facilities.
The creation of the boundary conditions and the initiation and stimulation of innovations is the
government’s job. The government must clearly indicate its plans for the long term.
The money invested in development will depend on ‘who wants what’. If the government
specifically asks the market to come up with an innovative solution, then it will have to make a
substantial contribution to the costs involved. If a contractor launches a new product which has not
specifically been requested, it will obviously have to foot the development costs itself.

In themselves these agreements are very clear and also clearly distinguish between those who expect
innovations and those who have to develop them. Unfortunately there is one setback: the parties
involved interpret these agreements differently ‘backstage’. With respect to developing innovations,
the current decision and policy makers on the side of the principals, which are mainly government
road authorities, supported by the rhetoric on the other side of the table, have their own vision about
this matter.
•

Government departments and/or road maintenance authorities feel that innovations are necessary
to be able to keep traffic moving in the future. They do not see themselves as the only ones with
the problem. Mobility is a social problem rather than purely a government problem. The
corporate/private sector has to accept its share of the responsibility too.
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The corporate sector has been saying for years that it can do everything better, faster and cheaper.
Well, let them prove it. Bring on those ideas for solutions.
Innovations are mainly important for the continuity of the sector. Companies that wish to survive
will have to regularly launch new products, which are improvements on the old ones. By investing
in the development of new products and bearing the risks in the form of longer guarantee periods
themselves, companies will show that they believe in an innovation. And that such an innovation
holds economic prospects, too.
Why is innovation in our sector always so laborious? Serious research and development has been
conducted in road engineering for fifty to sixty years, so we should know the buttons we have to
push to improve the situation by now.

This reasoning reflects the spirit of modern times and is in any case very pragmatic. Society is
inundated with innovations every day. It is practically impossible to keep up with them: a new mobile
telephone is launched every six months and a new model of our favourite type of car appears every
four years. The corporate part of the sector, which is expected to look after itself, is responsible for its
own survival. Because one mistake can mean the end of a company contractors have another
interpretation based on practical experience.
•

•

•

•

Road engineering is an empirical field. It does not have the instruments to demonstrate the
behaviour of a product in the long term. As a result, a very long and costly process must be
followed before new technology is given the stamp of ‘proven technology’. With the current profit
margins in the building industry (2 to 3 %) it is irresponsible, in terms of business economics, for
the sector to bear the high development costs alone.
After the first practical application, the innovation is literally and figuratively “out there on the street”.
The first clones appear on the market within a couple of months. What is the point of being the first
to stick your neck out? It is much more interesting for a contractor to improve its own technical and
logistic processes. That stays “in house” and the profits from these improvements flow directly into
the companies’ own resources.
The various government authorities dominate the client side of the market. Road building is not a
consumer market. Ever seen a contractor advertising his products on commercial television? The
authorities are reliable clients when it comes to paying, but they are pretty unpredictable with
regard to buying. An economic recession or a change of government during the development
process of an innovation can totally alter the interest in a new product from one day to the next.
Along with the high risk of rapid imitation (and the subsequent rapid erosion of the knowledge
advantage), the probability of recovering the investment decreases.
An innovation usually replaces an existing product. It must have added value compared to the
existing product (otherwise it will not sell). The price/performance ratio must be at least equal to
that of the existing product, but preferably better. The question is: how is the client going to
evaluate the better price/performance ratio during tendering? In the case of a lower price and a
better performance, the situation is clear. Things are different if a higher price has to be paid for
better performance. Will the client award the contract solely on the basis of the initial project costs
or on the basis of life cycle costs, because, for example, the maintenance costs are lower in the
long run?

Caricature attitudes:
Attitude government authorities

Attitude private partners

•
•
•

•

•

Innovations are necessary
Private partners are eager, so wait and see
Investments and risks are the responsibility
of innovators
Innovating is a piece of cake
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•
•
•

Investments and acceptance procedures are
out of proportion
Innovations can easily be imitated after the
first application
Return of investment is doubtful
Award of contracts is not transparent: lowest
costs or cost/performance?
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Rules of play for innovations

It cannot be denied that road authorities and contractors have different expectations and views
regarding the desired innovation climate. A “wait and see” attitude until one of the parties makes a
move is the worst imaginable scenario and must be prevented. Better understanding of what
innovation really entails and acknowledging each other’s interests is a better approach.
Make no mistake; innovation generally consists of a spark of inspiration, followed by a long period of
extremely hard work. Innovation is a matter of being able to hold out for a long time - and money, of
course. Crucial on the way to success is always the phase of transforming the prototype into a mass
product. The prototype could be made by hand, but in the following phase this process must be
transformed into an economically viable method of production. In this phase the ultimate feasibility,
quality and price of the new product are determined. In this transformation phase a start also has to be
made on the quest for the first customers. Many high hopes of success are cruelly dashed at this point,
given the fact that more than 95% of all inventions and innovations never survive this phase.
The road building sector deals with products which have to function for fifteen to twenty years and
sometimes much longer. The average customer only buys a new product once it has been sufficiently
validated. He wants certainty that he is not throwing money down the drain. He requires proven
technology and proven products. And this is where the highly empirical nature of road building causes
problems. The present lack of fast tests measuring long-term performance means that validation must
largely come from demonstrations and tests carried out under practical conditions. So we first need to
find customers who have the nerve to apply the product and are prepared to take the risks involved.
And these clients must be willing to pay for the privilege, too. (This seems strange, but it is actually
quite normal. The buyers of the first ‘flat screens’ also showed guts, took risks and paid very high
prices.) The transforming and validation phase go hand in hand. In the meantime, the investment
proceeds and no one has earned a single Euro. But time passes too, of course. If it is only the
contractor who bears the risks, this situation does not invite innovations.
The above also shows that every comparison between road building products and consumer articles
stops here. Even during the development of a new product, the contractor depends on the cooperation
of risk-bearing customers. And if he succeeds in launching a new product on the market after high
investment costs, he has very few possibilities for tapping new markets of revenue to expand his
business. Advertising is a waste of money because the varying volume of business is dominated by
political decisions year by year and shared among one dominant category of clients. These customers
are primarily socially responsible for supplying well functioning road networks and depend on
contractors to achieve these social requirements. In this context, the question “What are the benefits
for the contractor to develop a high performance surface layer with a lifetime twice as along?” is a
delicate one.

Characteristics road building market
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is one dominant category of clients.
Volume of business dominated by political decisions.
Road building is not a consumer market.
Long-term investments are necessary because of the
empirical nature of road building.
Return on investments is uncertain.
Which parties see themselves as the ones with the problem?
Who is responsible for what?

In fact the road building market is more a closed than an open market, which is why the relationship
between client and supplier is different from that in a consumer market. The road building industry has
never been and never will be a consumer market in the true sense of the word. In the road building
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sector, the client and supplier, or commissioning authority and contractor, are condemned to each
other to a certain extent, certainly with respect to innovation and knowledge development.
Consequently, all parties involved have to work together and there is no point waiting to see what the
other players are going to do. To guarantee continuity of developments in the sector, cooperation is
essential. Cooperation is also crucial for keeping society on the move at an acceptable price.
Remember that in every European country a substantial part of the Gross National Product is fed by
the mobility and transport sector.
Because cooperation in the field of research and development is so crucial, it goes without saying that
the dominant partners involved in the road building industry should at least agree on and establish
their roles and responsibility in development processes in advance. Drawing up clear ‘Rules of play for
innovations’ and adopting these roles and responsibilities is one of the most essential ways of bringing
the research projects recommended in the present document into the implementation phase. These
rules will help avoid frustration during the innovation process on all sides and prevent money and
energy being wasted. The diagram below shows the initial set-up for a framework for these rules of
play for innovations.
‘Rules’ of play for innovations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The contributions of the various parties to the development
costs.
The process to be followed with the innovation.
The decision moments during the process, including criteria.
The expected completion time.
An estimate of the probability of success.
Risk spread.
How to deal with patents.
How to deal with specifications with innovations during
tendering.

The road building industry is faced with huge challenges, including ambitious demands such as better,
quicker and cheaper production. There is still plenty of progress to be made in the construction and
maintenance of infrastructure. However, to achieve these ambitious goals, the sector must move
faster in the direction of the innovation level of redesigning existing concepts. Therefore the
introduction of new proven research technologies from other sciences, such as physics and chemistry
is vitally important. Also the opportunities and benefits of prefabricated constructing must be exploited
more in the road building industry. These two developments are synonymous with high research
investments. European-wide cooperation and governmental support and funding are the key factors to
success.
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